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ARudiment of “Three-dimensional Element Periodic Law”
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Abstract

This paper shows that Mendeleyev's 2D periodic table of elements cannot accommodate 2787

isotopic elements. Only by constructing a "three-dimensional periodic law" can cover all the

isotopic elements.
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Preface: As we all known, the formation and development of the periodic laws of chemical
elements can be summarized into four stages: "point→1D→2D→3D"[1, 2]. The point and line

stages are omitted, here's a brief statement "2D stage" and "3D type" prototype.

1. The formation and perfection of the "element 2D periodic table"

Since February 17,1869, the Russian scientist Менцелееь (Mendeleev 1834 ─ 1907)

published the periodic law of the elements. It is one of the great achievements of natural

science in the 19th century. The periodic law of the elements was a great discovery. Elements
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are the natural products of nature, The periodic systems are a natural classification, The

periodic law is a fundamental law of natural science. The periodic table forms the elements

into a neat, complete "natural matrix" of elements.

There are many forms of the periodic table, including tower type (1895), long table (1905),

short table (1906), fan shape and ring. Short tables are formed by combining the main and

secondary families into the clan, Because their chemical properties are similar（In order to

align with the long and short periods）.The long table was proposed by the Swedish chemist

Werner in 1905, which is to arrange the main and secondary groups separately. That is, in a

period, according to the atomic weight from small to large all the way down to class 0 inert

gas elements. Make the element classification a bit more detailed. The long table is more

useful, other periodic tables are just form changes and are of little use.

The vertical axis of the periodic table is arranged in periodic order, and the periodicity of the

elements is essentially the structure of the electron shell outside the core. The top-down

electron shell of the same group element is increasing, so the atomic radius is also increasing;

and the number of electrons in the outermost electron shell is the same, so the chemical

properties of the same group are the same.

The horizontal axis of the periodic table is arranged from small to large in order by atomic

weights, and is later found to be essentially arranged by atomic numbers. The atomic number

is the number of protons in the nucleus of an element, so it can be said that the horizontal axis

of the "periodic table of elements" is arranged in order of the number of protons in the nucleus

from small to large.

Менцелееь (Mendeleev) with only 63 elements in a short order of periodicity, After a century

and a half of discoveries, by the 21st century there were 112 elements, Among them, there are

83 stable elements (from 1 to 83, of which 43 and 61 have no stable elements, and 90 and 92

have stable elements); There are 29 radioactive elements. Of the 112 elements, 94 are natural;

18 man-made species. Among them, there are 90 kinds of metal elements (Chinese names are

named with the radicals of the word "gold", except for a metal element "mercury", all are

solid, because "mercury" is liquid at room temperature); There are 22 kinds of non-metallic

elements (including 10 kinds of solid elements, whose Chinese names are named after the

radical of "stone", the 11 kinds of gaseous elements are named after the radicals of the word

"gas", and the liquid element of "bromine" is named after the radicals of "three drops water in

Chinese"). Most metallic elements are in the bottom left of the periodic table, most
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non-metallic elements are in the top right of the periodic table. The dividing line is the

semiconductor element. Elements 110 Ds and 111 Rg are still unnamed in Chinese, and

element 112 is still not named.

Until December 30, 2015, IUPAC (International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry)

confirmed the synthesis of four new elements 113, 115, 117 and 118. Subsequently, the 7th

cycle of the periodic table fills up. Since then, "the element 2D periodic table" has drawn a

successful full stop.
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The completion of the "2D periodic law" has also laid the foundation for exploring the "3D

periodic law"! The 2D periodic table of elements can only accommodate 118 "chemical

elements" (including 287 nuclides with natural abundance). Hold no less than 2,787 "isotopic

elements", only by constructing a "3D periodic law" can we cover all the elements of the same

position (Including, of course, the stabilization and emission of all isotopes).

"2D Element’s periodic table" is the ranking rule of "chemical elements" (118 kinds);

The "3D periodic law of elements" is the ranking rule of "isotopic elements" (2787).

2. Three practical basic parameters for the isotopes

The analysis of elements before the early 19th century, because it was considered one by one,

individual elements, so the parameters of the element are also more and more complicated and

miscellaneous. There are solids, liquids, gases; There are black, white, colored; There are

tasteless, smelly, strange taste;……. The Parameters are haphazard and messy, that is, there are

no parameters.

After the exploration of the "linear periodic law of elements" in the first half of the 19th century,

the parameters of elements were basically arranged in the order of atomic weight. therefore, the

use parameter of the "linear periodic law of elements" has only one "atomic weight".

After the discovery of the "2D periodic law of the element" in the second half of the 19th

century, the basic parameters used for elements are "atomic number" and "atomic weight" two

parameters.

After the construction of the "3D periodic law of elements" in the second half of the 20th

century, The atomic number of an element is the number of protons in the nucleus, which

remains constant, so "atomic number" is still one of the basic parameters of an elements. But

instead of the atomic weight of the element in the "3D periodic law," is gone, instead by the

"isotope atomic weight", Therefore, the "isotope atomic weight" is replaced by "the sum of

the number neutrons and protons numbers" (Use SNP as code).

Two more things to note here: the "natural abundance" of the element should be renamed

"Earth abundance". Because abundance refers to the percentage of an isotope occupying that

element on the Earth, the proportion of isotopes (including stable and radioactive elements) to

the elements on Earth is called the Earth abundance. It can't be called the abundance of the

solar system or the Milky Way. Nor the abundance of the universe, and therefore it cannot be

called natural abundance. And the atomic weight is the mass number of atoms of a stable
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element. It is the average mass of the isotopes of the element on Earth. So we try to replace

the "atomic weight" with the "SNP". On other planets and interstellar species, the abundance

of isotopes is a variable, Therefore, the "atomic weight" of the element is not quantitative, and

the atomic weight is derived from the "abundance of the Earth" (For example, the star and the

sun are basically all thermonuclear (He) reactions. Some planets are made up of hydrogen H.

There are also "water balloons" that are all H2O with an abundance of ○ other elements. And

so on). Therefore, "SNP" is the second basic parameter of isotope use.

The parameter corresponding to "SNP" is the new parameter of "DNP". "DNP" is the third

basic parameter used for isotopes (space limited, omitted).

The three basic parameters are: atomic number (basic parameter), SNP (derived parameter)

and DNP(derived parameter). All the other parameters are derived from these three basic

parameters, for example, the number of neutrons is "SNP-atomic number" or "Atomic number

+ DNP".

3. A Rudiment of “3D Element Periodic Law”

In the mid-20th century, it was found that there were more than 1,500 kinds of isotopic

elements, and it was found that the "2D periodic table of elements" could not cover all the

1,500 kinds of isotopes in nature. Mendelleeuv is arranged in order from small to large atomic

weights, but arranged isotope elements with different atomic weights in the same position,

this in itself violates the periodic order of the periodic law by atomic size. For example, U235

and U238, one atomic weight is 235, one atomic weight is 238, the atomic weight is different,

only the chemical properties are the same, Everything else is different in nature, and it is

ranked in the same position as number 92. That is, different atomic weights come together,

and that's the contradiction of the periodic table, That's where the periodic table falls short.

The "2Dperiodic law of the element plane" is closely related to the outer shell structure of the

nucleus, but has no connection with the inner structure of the nucleus, which is its deficiency.

The inversion of some atomic weights in the planar periodic table is a drawback (but not an

error).

By the second half of the 20th century, a total of 2,500 isoelements had been discovered, of

these, 287 are stable isotopes, and the remaining 2,300 are all radioisotopes. The 2D "periodic

law of the element" simply cannot cover the more than 2,500 isotopic elements[5-11]. So the

periodic law of the elements should expand from the point, 1D, 2D, to the 3D. To overcome
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the limitations, deficiencies, and shortcomings (but not errors)[3-4] of the "2Dperiodic law of

the element".

However, any development of the periodic law cannot change the original periodicity, which

is where the "2D periodic law" is more successful than the "linear periodic law". The "3D

periodic law of elements" is also an exception, and cannot change the original periodicity of

elements.

The method of constructing "3D periodic law of elements" remains unchanged on the 2D

basis of traditional "Mendeleyev 2D periodic law of elements" and adds the 3rd D vertical

axis. That is, the X-axis (horizontal column) is arranged from left to right by the atomic

number of elements from small to large; The Y-axis (vertical column) is arranged by period;
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The Z axis (vertical column) is added, and the difference between the neutron number and the

proton number (referred to as the new parameter of "DNP") is arranged from small to large.

Namely, X, Y, Z, vertical, horizontal, vertical three-dimensional number axis, is

"three-dimensional". In addition to the original X and Y axes retained, a vertical Z-axis is

added to form a three-dimensional space, that is, to build the "3D periodic law of elements".

So that to leave a list of the isotopes. This is also the past has said: "Would we build enough

buildings so that all the poor people can live in!" This is the rudiment of the "3D periodic law

of elements".

The "3D periodic law of elements" also has three stages: germination, formation and

expansion (to be continued).
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